Gene expression profiling of the left ventricles in a rat model of intrinsic aerobic running capacity.
Our previous work found DA rats superior for intrinsic aerobic running capacity (ARC) and several cardiac function indexes compared with Copenhagen (COP) rats, and identified ARC quantitative trait loci (QTLs) on rat chromosomes 16 (RNO16) and 3 (RNO3). The purpose of this study was to use these inbred rat strains as a genetic substrate for differential cardiac gene expression to identify candidate genes for the observed ARC QTLs. RNA expression was examined globally in left ventricles of 15-wk-old DA, F1(COP x DA), and COP rats using microarrays to identify candidate genes for ARC QTLs. We identified 199 differentially expressed probe sets and determined their chromosomal locations. Six differentially expressed genes and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) mapped near ARC QTL regions, including PDZ and LIM domain 3 (Pdlim3). Differential expression of these genes/ESTs was confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR. The Ingenuity Pathways program identified 13 biological networks containing 50 (of the 199) differentially expressed probe sets and 85 additional genes. Four of these eighty-five genes mapped near ARC QTL-containing regions, including insulin receptor substrate 2 (Irs2) and acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain family member 1 (Acsl1). Most (148/199) differentially expressed probe sets showed left ventricular expression patterns consistent with the alleles exerting additive effects, i.e., F1(COP x DA) rat RNA expression was intermediate between DA and COP rats. This study identified several potential ARC QTL candidate genes and molecular networks, one of them related to energy expenditure involving Pik3r1 mRNA expression that may, in part, explain the observed strain differences in ARC and cardiac performance.